
Weekly News from 
Mrs. Mikalsen's Class 
November 13, 2020 

Weekly Highlights 

Fundations –We learned with two new letters this week: d and s. 

They are tricky letters to write, but we are doing great. We 

continued to practice writing our letters with proper letter 

formation. We matched letters and their sounds using our 

magnet tiles. We read sentences and then substituted new 

words into the sentences to create new meaning. 

 
Math: This week we: 

~told and solved Thanksgiving number stories. 

~counted groups of objects, created groups of 6 and 

practiced writing the number 6. 

~told and wrote number stories using a Park Scene. 

~learned how to add "one more" to a given number up to 10.  

         
 

Poems/Songs: 

~“I See Leaves" 

~"Turkey Dance Freeze" 

 

 
 

 

Where's My Cohort 

this week? 

November 16th-20th  
Cohort A – all instruction 

is on-line with Mrs. 

Mikalsen, Mrs. Kuster and 

the Specials Teachers. 

Cohort B – all instruction 

is in person with Mrs. 

Mikalsen over Zoom. 

Gym with Mr. Pfluge will 

also be live over Zoom. 

Schedules and links are 

also posted in Seesaw. 

 
Upcoming Events 

and Reminders 
Parent Teacher 

Conferences: 

Wed. 11/18 

Thu. 11/19 

Mon. 11/23 

Tues. 11/24 

These are all early 

dismissal days and so 

there will be no 2:45-3:40 

instruction period. 

Wednesday 11/25 

Early Dismissal 

Thu. & Fri. 11/26-27 

No School - Thanksgiving 

 

 



Cohort A Cohort B 

~read the emergent reader: 

Happy Thanksgiving and 

looked for our sight word: see 

~created new books in 

Writer's Workshop 

~made a book about things 

we see on Thanksgiving 

~chorally read some 

predictable parts of our read 

alouds 

~identified and predicted 

rhyming words 

~found our new sight word: 

see in our books, poems and 

messages and completed a 

worksheet on it as well 

~read books from our Purple 

Story Bags 

~completed the Fundations 

Mid-Unit 1 Assessment 

~used our fine motor skills to 

make some cool turkeys 

~wrote about what we are 

thankful for. 

~ We learned about the first 

Thanksgiving 

~We created stick puppets so 

we could recreate the first 

Thanksgiving 

~We learned about what life 

was like for both the Pilgrim 

and the Native American 

children 

 

 

Books: 

~How to Catch a Turkey 

~I Know an Old Lady Who 

Swallowed a Pie 

~Bear Says Thanks 

~A Turkey for Thanksgiving 

Books: 

~Sara Morton's Day 

~Tappenum's Day 

~Samuel Eaton's Day 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Birthdays 
Alyssa 11/5 

 
 
 
 

 

Happy Diwali 
…to everyone 

celebrating this joyous 

light filled holiday 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Follow us on Twitter 

Only children whose 

families have 

submitted the district 

photo form will appear 

on our Twitter feed. 

 

@MrsMikalsenFRSD 
 

https://twitter.com/MrsMikalsenFRSD

